Sustainability Performance Metrics

Faculty Member: Daniel Esty

Proposal Title: Sustainability Performance Metrics

Proposal Description:

The Yale Center for Environmental Law & Policy, a joint undertaking between Yale Law School and the Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, advances fresh thinking and analytically rigorous approaches to understanding the roles of data and metrics at the nexus of environmental science, policymaking, and finance. The Center seeks Tobin Assistants with substantive interests in contributing to any of several projects, including the Yale Initiative on Sustainable Finance (cbey.yale.edu/yisf), work on Trade and Climate Change, Rethinking Environmental Protection for the 21st-Century, Corporate Sustainability, the Environmental Performance Index (epi.yale.edu), among others. These projects place the Tobin Assistant at the cutting edge of ground-breaking research on high-profile issues, working on the global agenda set forth by the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement and the Sustainable Development Goals.

Depending on the skills and project, the work may include

- Research into emerging questions underpinning the Center’s work, including literature reviews or other briefings;
- Data management, exploration, analysis, and visualization, including spatial data;
- Assistance with producing a wide variety of creative and engaging materials, such as book chapters, journal articles, briefings, abstracts, white papers, grant proposals, etc., that promote and disseminate the Center’s research insights;
- Assistance with scheduled conferences, speakers, workshops, and symposia that bring thought leaders to campus; and
- Other duties as the Center’s agenda requires.

Requisite Skills and Qualifications:

Applicants should have excellent writing and research skills and an interest in high-impact, policy-focused work. The essential requirement of this role is the flexibility to respond rapidly to both anticipated and unexpected research and operational demands in support of the Center’s research agenda combined with the ability to produce superior, academically rigorous work under pressure. Demonstrated skills and experience in statistics or econometrics are a plus.

Please include:

1. A list of relevant coursework
2. A list of software and proficiency levels
3. A writing sample
4. Names of two references
5. A short statement (<200 words) describing how this position matches your experience and professional development goals
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